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Chagigah Daf 19 

Rav Nachman rules: One who is washing his hands for 

chulin does not require intention for purification, 

however, one who washes his hands for maaser must 

have specific intention for purification, otherwise, his 

hands will remain tamei. 

 

The Gemora inquires as to the source for this 

distinction: The Gemora cites a Mishna in Mikvaos 

(5:6): If a wave that consisted of forty se’ah separated 

from the sea and fell on a person or utensils that were 

tamei, they become tahor. This would seemingly prove 

that intention to purify himself would not be required 

for chulin.  

 

The Gemora rejects the proof: Perhaps the Mishna is 

referring to a case where the person is sitting on the 

shore waiting for the wave to separate from the sea 

and fall on him or on the utensils.  

 

The Gemora offers another proof from a Mishna in 

Machshirin.  

 

Rabbah asked Rav Nachman from our Mishna which 

states: If he immersed himself with no intention 

whatsoever (only to wash himself); it is regarded as if 

he didn’t immerse himself at all. This would indicate 

that intention is needed for chulin as well.  

 

The Gemora answers: The Mishna means that 

immersion without any intention is not valid for maaser 

or terumah, but it is valid for chulin. (18b – 19a) 

 

Rabbi Elozar said: One who immersed himself in a 

mikvah (ritual bath) and is coming up from the mikvah, 

he may decide then to purify himself for whatever level 

he wishes. (Tosfos states: As long as his body is still 

wet.) 

 

The Gemora asks from a braisa: If he still has one foot 

inside the mikvah, he is permitted to change to a 

stricter level than he originally intended for, but if he is 

completely out of the mikvah, he may not change.  

 

The Gemora explains the braisa as follows: If he still has 

one foot inside the mikvah, he is permitted to change 

to a stricter level than he originally intended for, 

however if he is completely out of the mikvah, he may 

decide to purify himself for whichever level he wishes, 

but he may not change to a different level that he 

originally intended for. 

 

The Gemora discusses the ramifications of this halacha 

in respect to a Biblical tumah and a Rabbinic tumah. 

(19a) 

 

The Gemora cites a Mishna in Mikvaos (7:6): If there 

was a mikvah that was precisely forty se’ah and two 

people immersed themselves one after the other, the 
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first one is tahor and the second one is tamei (since the 

first one inevitably took some of the water with him). 

Rabbi Yehudah said: If the second one immersed while 

the first one’s feet is still touching the water, the 

second person is tahor as well (using the principle of 

gud achis, the water on the first person is connected to 

the water in the mikvah and regarded as part of the 

mikvah). (19a) 

 

Ula said: I inquired from Rabbi Yochanan: According to 

Rabbi Yehudah’s opinion (we can connect the water on 

the person’s body to the mikvah if his feet are still 

touching the water), may one immerse a needle on the 

head of the first person (while his feet are still touching 

the water)? Does Rabbi Yehudah only hold of gud achis, 

we extend and lower the water (on his body) to the 

mikvah, but he does not hold of gud asik, we extend 

and raise the water in the mikvah to the top of his 

head? 

 

Rabbi Yochanan replied by citing a braisa: If there were 

three holes on a slope of a valley; the top and bottom 

hole each contain twenty se’ah of water and the middle 

one has forty se’ah. A flow of rainwater connects the 

three holes. Rabbi Yehudah said in the name of Rabbi 

Meir that one may immerse himself in the top hole 

(since we apply the principle of gud asik, we extend and 

raise the water from the middle hole to the one on the 

top. Accordingly, we can use the same principle and 

immerse a needle on the head of the first person, 

provided that his feet are touching the water.  

 

The Gemora cites another braisa which states that the 

opinion of Rabbi Yehudah is that one may only immerse 

himself in the bottom hole and not the top one. (19a – 

19b) 

 

The Mishna had stated:  One who immersed himself 

with the intention of purifying himself for chulin, is 

prohibited from eating maaser sheini; one who 

immersed himself with the intention of purifying 

himself for maaser sheini, is prohibited from eating 

terumah. 

 

The Gemora states that this part of the Mishna is 

according to the opinion of the Chachamim who 

maintain that there is a distinction between the laws of 

chulin and those of maaser. 

 

The latter part of the Mishna stated: The clothing of the 

perushim is regarded as tumas madras for those that 

are eating terumah. Here the Mishna omitted maaser, 

which would indicate that the Mishna is following the 

viewpoint of Rabbi Meir who maintains that there is no 

distinction between the laws of chulin and those of 

maaser. 

 

The Gemora states that indeed it is; the first part of the 

Mishna is in accordance with the Chachamim and the 

latter part of the Mishna follows the viewpoint of Rabbi 

Meir. 

 

Rav Acha bar Ada said that his version of the Mishna 

had five levels (including maaser) even in the latter part 

of the Mishna and thus the entire Mishna will be 

following the opinion of the Chachamim that there is a 

distinction between the laws of chulin and those of 

maaser. 
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INSIGHTS TO THE DAF 
 

PRAYING  

WITHOUT THE PROPER INTENTION 
 

In the sefer Torah Lishma from the Ben Ish Chai, the 

following inquiry was asked: Our sages said that prayer 

without the proper kavanah (intent) is akin to a body 

without a soul. This being the case, what would be the 

purpose of prayer when one is unable to concentrate 

during his Tefillah due to the worries that weigh on his 

mind? Would such a prayer be accepted? 

  

Furthermore, if one understands the words of tefillah 

and the basic translation of the prayers but does not 

comprehend the secrets hidden in the tefillos, then the 

depths of the prayers revealed to us by the Zohar and 

the Arizal will remain a mystery to him. One who is 

capable of performing a mitzvah in its entirety but does 

not grasp the hidden meanings of the mitzvah would 

seem to be missing an integral part of the mitzvah. 

Most people are on this level as they fulfill mitzvos and 

pray three times a day according to their basic 

understanding and because it is the will of Hashem. Is 

it possible, then, that most of our generation is 

deficient in tefillah and the performance of mitzvos due 

to a lack of comprehension regarding the profound 

implications of prayer and mitzvah performance? 

 

The Ben Ish Chai responds: One who cannot 

concentrate on his prayers because he is entertaining 

other thoughts during tefillah should nevertheless 

continue to pray. This can be proven from the following 

Zohar in Parashas Vayechi: Rav Chizkiyah said that it is 

said that one should first prepare the praise of his 

Master and then pray. What should one do, however, 

if his heart is heavy and he wishes to pray, yet, since he 

is in distress he cannot properly formulate the praise of 

his Master? Rabbi Yosi responded that despite the fact 

that he cannot focus properly on his prayers and he will 

not be able to formulate the praise of his Master 

properly, he should still formulate the praises of his 

Master and he should pray. This is what it is said, a 

prayer of Dovid: Hear HaShem, what is righteous, be 

attentive to my supplication. First, hear HaShem 

righteous, as this is the formulation of praises for his 

Master, and subsequently, be attentive to my 

supplication, [give ear to my prayer]. One who is 

capable of formulating the praises of his Master and 

does not do so, regarding him it is said, even if you were 

to intensify your prayer, I will not listen.  

 

In regards to the second question, the Ben Ish Chai 

writes that one is obligated to attempt to learn and 

understand the secrets of Hashem as Dovid told his son 

Shlomo: Know the G-d of your father and serve Him. 

Nonetheless, one who did not merit understanding 

these concepts and concentrates on the basic 

translation of the words and performs a mitzva with all 

its intricacies, his tefillah and mitzvos are considered 

complete and they are not deficient. This idea can be 

proven from the words of the Zohar in Parashas Yisro: 

If a mitzvah comes his way and he focuses on it, he is 

meritorious. If one did not have the proper intention he 

is meritorious as he has performed the will of his 

Master. Yet, he is not deemed to be like one who has 

fulfilled HaShem’s will selflessly and has performed the 

deed with the intention of fulfilling HaShem’s will for 

the sake of HaShem’s glory like one who does not know 

how to think. The reason for this is because the matter 

is dependant on the will performed selflessly and with 

the action selflessly performed below, the action above 

is removed and is purely rectified. In a similar vein, the 

action of the body rectifies the action of the soul with 
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that will, as HaShem desires the heart and will of a 

person. Nonetheless, one needs to act wholeheartedly, 

which is the essence of everything, and regarding this 

Dovid prayed and said, may the pleasantness of the 

Lord, our G-d, be upon us, our handiwork, establish for 

us. No man is wise enough to align his will and his heart 

to rectify a matter completely, and for that reason he 

prays, our handiwork, establish for us. What is meant 

by the words establish for us? Establish and rectify Your 

rectifications above appropriately upon us. This, 

despite the fact that we are not capable of aligning our 

will completely. Rather, we perform the action, and 

You establish our handiwork. One who is on that level 

who requires rectification, establish it as one so that 

this matter should be rectified properly.  

 

It thus emerges that this is precisely what Dovid 

requested of HaShem; a mitzvah or tefillah should not 

be regarded as deficient because of one’s lack of 

understanding regarding the secrets that are contained 

in the mitzvos. Rather it should be considered complete 

and whole without the slightest blemish. 

 

For this reason our sages have instructed us to recite 

the tefillah of vihi noam prior to the performance of 

any mitzvah or the recital of any tefillah. The recital of 

this verse inspires Dovid’s prayer and our deeds will be 

accepted completely despite the fact that we did not 

have the proper intention.  

 

Rabbeinu Chaim, son of Rabbeinu Yitzchak, one of the 

Rishonim quotes our Gemora: We have learned in a 

Mishna in Mikvaos (5:6): If a wave that consisted of 

forty se’ah separated from the sea and fell on a person 

or utensils that were tamei, they become tahor. The 

Gemora explains that the Mishna is referring to a case 

where the person is sitting on the shore waiting for the 

wave to separate from the sea and fall on him or on the 

utensils. It is evident from our Gemora that even 

though the person did not directly immerse the utensils 

in the water; he was merely anticipating that the wave 

will detach itself from the sea and fall on the 

contaminated utensils, this is sufficient, provided that 

he has intention that the water should purify the 

utensils. 

 

The Gemora in Chulin (31) states a similar halacha 

regarding a woman who was a menstruant. If water fell 

on her and her friend anticipated this and had intention 

for her, the immersion would be valid even though the 

menstruant herself was not intending for this to 

happen. 

 

It would follow that we can apply this principle to other 

mitzvos as well. One who bakes matzah must have 

intention that it is being baked for the commandment 

of matzah. If one was baking without the proper 

intention, but another person was observing and did 

have the proper intention, the baking is valid and the 

matzah may be used for the mitzvah. 

 

Rabbeinu Chaim concludes: If the intention of one’s 

fellow can facilitate the fulfillment of the mitzvah for 

his friend, then certainly the intentions of the Holy One, 

Blessed is He can achieve the same result. We entreat 

of HaShem before our prayers and prior to the 

performance of a mitzvah that He should establish our 

handiwork and rectify our actions for we are not 

capable of aligning our will completely. It is our mission 

to perform the actions to the best of our capabilities 

and Hashem will rectify the deeds appropriately. 
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